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Abstract. Numerical simulations and experimental data are compared for the investigation of the influence of viscoelasticity
on drop deformation in shear A viscoelastic drop suspended in a Newtonian liquid, or a Newtonian drop suspended in a
viscoelastic liquid, is sheared and investigated for transients, relaxation after cessation of shearflow,and step-up in shear
rate. The numerical simulations are conducted at parameters chosen to model the experiments. We use the volume of fluid
(VOF) continuum surface force (CSF) algorithm for situations dominated by shear For drop relaxation experiments, we use
the paraboloid representation of the interface in the surface tension force (PROST) algorithm. The Oldroyd-B and Giesekus
constitutive models are implemented. An interesting result is that by stepping up in the capillary number gradually, a stationary
states is achieved at higher capillary numbers than without the graduated steps. The experimental work is described in Verhulst,
Moldenaers and Cardinaels [1]. We present a summary of the numerical approach here. The reader is referred to [2] for details.
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INTRODUCTION
The influence of matrix and droplet viscoelasticity on drop deformation and relaxation under shear is investigated
for the blend systems described in [1]. The viscoelastic liquids are constant viscosity Soger fluids, which are described
by the Oldroyd-S constitutive model. Experimental data are described in [3,4].
For each liquid, the solvent viscosity is denoted rjs, polymeric viscosity rjp, total viscosity rj = ris + rjp, relaxation
time T, density p , and the shear rate is f. Additional subscripts 'd' and 'm' denote the drop and matrix liquids. The
governing equations include incompressibility and momentum transport:
V-u

= 0,

P ( | ^ + U - V U ) = V - T - V P + V-(T7,(VU+(VU)^))+F,

(1)

where T denotes the extra stress tensor The total stress tensor is T = -pI + T + ris[Vu+ (Vu)-^]. Each liquid is
identified with a color function,
„. f^ _ / 0 in the matrix liquid
,^,
Llx,fj-|^
in the drop
^'
which advects with the flow. The position of the interface is approximated by the location of the discontinuity in
C{x,t). The interfacial tension force is formulated as a body force F = FicnSs, K" = - V • n, where T denotes the
surface tension coefficient, n the normal to the interface, 5s the delta-function at the interface, and K" the curvature.
Here, n = VC/\VC\, 5s = |VC|. We implement the Giesekus constitutive equation for the drop and matrix liquids:
T ( ^ + ( u - V ) T - ( V u ) T - T ( V u ) ^ ) + T + TKT2=np(Vu+(Vu)^).

(3)

In one limit, this reduces to the Oldroyd-S model. The viscoelastic liquids used in the experiments are, as a first
approximation, Oldroyd-S liquids [4]. The dimensionless parameters are the viscosity ratio (based on total viscosities)
A = : ^ , a capillary number Ca = " p " , a Weissenberg number per fluid We = jx, and retardation parameter per fluid
/3 = ^ . Here, RQ denotes the initial radius of the drop. A Reynolds number based on the matrix liquid Re = ^-^ is
in the range .01 to .05, chosen small so that inertia is negligible. Alternatively, let Wi denote the first normal stress
coefficient, equivalent to 2ripT, and define the Deborah number by De = j f ^ ; i-^-, Dcd = (1 - lid)We/{XCa), and
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FIGURE 1. Newtonian drop in Bogerfluidmatrix with Ca = 0.35, Dem = 1-89, A = 1.5, jS^ = 0.68. (a) Evolution of side-view
D and 0 vs. f. Experimental data o; 3D Oldroyd-B model —; Giesekus model with km = 0.01 —. (b) Viscoelastic stress contour
plot in the x-z plane for Dem = 1, f = 40.

Dem = (1 - ^m)We/Ca. Results are presented below in terms of the Deborah numbers, and dimensionless capillary
tT
11 . The rescaled Giesekus parameter is k= Krjp. Its physically viable range is 0 < K < 0.5
timef
Ca
The numerical algorithm is the volume-of-fluid (VOF) method given in Ref. [5]. The interfacial tension force is
approximated by either the continuum surface force formulation (CSF) or the parabolic representation of the interface
for the surface tension force (PROST). The reader is referred to [6, 2, 7] for these algorithms. Both VOF-PROST and
VOF-CSF codes are parallelized with OpenMP [8].
The computational domain is denoted 0 < x < Lx,0 < y < Ly,0 < z < L^. The walls at z = 0,L^ move with speeds
±Uo, driving a velocity field (C/(z),0,0) in the absence of the drop, where U{z) = Uo{2z -L^)/L^. The shear rate is
7 = U'{z) = 2UQ/L^. Spatial periodicity is imposed in the x and y directions, at x = 0,L_j and y = 0,Ly, respectively.
Lx,Ly and L^ are chosen to minimize the effect of neighboring drops and that of the walls. Typically, the distance
between the walls is eight times the drop radius, as is the spanwise period, and the period in the flow direction is
chosen dependent on drop extension.
Initially, the drop is spherical, and the walls are impulsively set into motion. This requires that the viscoelastic stress
tensor and velocity are initially zero.
The same notation as in [4, 9] is used for drop diagnostics: the cross-section in the x - z plane, or the velocityvelocity gradient plane, provides the drop length L and breadth B. The angle of inclination to the flow direction is
denoted 9. Deformation is defined hy D = {L-B)/{L + B).

RESULTS
In the case of a Boger fluid matrix, viscoelastic stress fields, computed at varying Dem, show maxima slightly above
the drop tip at the back and below the tip at the front. The area of largest viscoelastic stress moves from the drop tip
slightly upwards during drop evolution. The Oldroyd-B model is confirmed to predict the experimental data. Matrix
viscoelasticity significantly suppresses droplet deformation and promotes droplet orientation. These effects saturate at
high Dem at fixed Ca, as in the 2D simulations of [10]. The location of the maxima for viscoelastic stress is slightly
above the drop tip at the back of the drop rather than at the drop tips, directly at the interface. This is a narrow
region, and appears to correspond with the dividing streamline. Figure 1 shows evolution for Ca = 0.35, Dem = 1-89,
Pm = 0.68, A = 1.5; experimental data (o) vs 3D Oldroyd B model (—) and the Giesekus model with K„ = 0.01.
There is a slight overshoot in deformation in the Oldroyd B simulation, after which it settles to a constant D and 9.
The Giesekus model displays slightly more damping. The data shows additional damping for large t, which may reflect
the presence of more than one relaxation time.
The influence of droplet viscoelasticity on deformation is weak, as seen in the droplet shape after inception or
cessation of shear, even at high Ca and Ded- Figure 2 is a comparison of simulations and data [4]. At Ca = 0.14,
the result is similar to the Newtonian case. For Ca = 0.32, deformation is less than the Newtonian case. For fixed
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FIGURE 2. Side view deformation, 3D VOF-CSF simulation (—) and experimental data (o) at fixed De^ = 1.54, jS^ = 0.68, for
varying Ca = (a) 0.14; (b) 0.32, and Newtonian CSF simulation ( — ) . The contours for viscoelastic stresses at stationary states are
given.

Deborah number, the magnitude of viscoelastic stress increases with capillary number The location of the maximum
viscoelastic stress migrates to slightly above the drop tip at the back, and slightly below the drop tip at the front when
stationary state is reached.
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